ABSTRACT
With the dramatic increasing interest in data analysis, ensuring data quality becomes one of the most important topics in data science. Data Cleaning, the process of ensuring data quality, is composed of two stages: error detection and error repair. Despite decades of research in data cleaning, existing cleaning systems still have limitations in terms of usability and error coverage.

We propose PIClean, a probabilistic and interactive data cleaning system that aims at addressing the aforementioned limitations. PIClean produces probabilistic errors and probabilistic fixes using low-rank approximation, which implicitly discovers and uses relationships between columns of a dataset for cleaning. The probabilistic errors and fixes are confirmed or rejected by users, and the user feedbacks are constantly incorporated by PIClean to produce more accurate and higher-coverage cleaning results.

1 INTRODUCTION
In reality, data collection and acquisition often introduce various errors in raw data such as missing values, typos, mixed formats, duplicate entries, and violations of integrity rules. A survey about the current state of data science and machine learning illustrates that dirtiness of data holds the bottleneck of data analytic and model performance[13]. Data cleaning is a process of discovering errors in datasets and performing corrections of detected errors. As indicated by the nature of the process, data cleaning consists of two stages: error detection and error repair. Despite decades of research in data cleaning [4, 12], there is still a lack of usable tools and systems to capture the diverse types of errors present in real-world datasets [1]. Specifically, we see two main limitations in current data cleaning space:
• Usability of Rule-Based Cleaning. Rule-based data cleaning is an important class of data cleaning tools to capture data inconsistencies[9]. However, data engineers mostly still need to write cumbersome ad-hoc data cleaning scripts that encode the rules. There are two main reasons for this: (1) Deriving a comprehensive set of rules that accurately reflects an organizations policies and domain semantics is very expensive[3]. Many organizations employ consultants and experts to design these rules or to confirm rules discovered by some mining algorithms[5]. This effort can take a considerable amount of time and cost a lot of money. (2) Data quality rules are deterministic, i.e., any parts of data that violate a rule are declared as errors. This often causes rule designers to be very cautious in designing “absolutely” correct data quality rules, which reduces the coverage of the rules and hence will miss a lot of errors that would have been detected by an “approximately” correct rule.
• Coverage of Long-Tail Errors. Even with a combination of all current data cleaning tools, the percentage of real-world errors that can be detected is well less than 100%, according to a recent empirical study on five real-world datasets[1]. In fact, up to 40% of errors on a dataset can remain undetected even after applying a combination of data deduplication, data transformation, outlier detection, and rule-based cleaning tools that are manually tuned to their best performance[1]. This suggests the existence of long-tail errors that cannot be captured by current techniques, which require new data cleaning solutions.

We present PIClean, a probabilistic and interactive data cleaning system. PIClean has two advancements over previous work: First, Instead of asking users to explicitly specify cleaning rules (which is expensive and time-consuming in practice), PIClean discovers relationships between columns in a dirty table. This is achieved by computing a low-rank approximation of the input data matrix. The low-rank approximation is then used for both error detection and error
We propose PIClean, a probabilistic and interactive data cleaning system. To detect and repair errors without referencing external information, we have to discover certain patterns embedded in the data, and leverage those patterns for data cleaning. In Section 2.1, we discuss the intuition behind PIClean, namely, how low-rank approximation reveals patterns that allow us to detect and repair errors in dirty data. In Section 2.2, we present the system architecture and a detailed workflow of PIClean.

2.1 Intuition

PIClean proposes a novel cleaning approach by using low-rank approximation [7, 10]. Let matrix $X$ denote the dirty input relational table and $X_{ij}$ represents the data value in the $i^{th}$ row and the $j^{th}$ column. Let $X^{clean}$ denote the unknown clean table. The data cleaning problem is thus to detect and repair all cells $(i, j)$, where $X_{ij} \neq X_{ij}^{clean}$. Since $X^{clean}$ is unknown, PIClean approximates $X^{clean}$ by a lower-ranked approximation $\hat{X}$. Intuitively, the bigger the difference between $X_{ij}$ and $\hat{X}_{ij}$, the more likely $X_{ij}$ is an error. The main assumption of PIClean is that the input data $X$ can be approximately represented via another matrix $\hat{X}$ of a lower rank. Recall that the rank of a matrix $X$ is defined as the maximal number of linearly independent columns in $X$. In other words, PIClean leverages the dependencies between columns in $X$ to capture data errors. In rule-based cleaning, those dependencies need to be explicitly specified by data quality rules, while PIClean is able to use one low-rank approximation $\hat{X}$ to implicitly capture all the possible dependencies in a unified way. Therefore, it is obvious that PIClean is more powerful than rule-based cleaning, both in terms of usability and in terms of error coverage.

2.2 Workflow

Figure 1 shows the architecture of PIClean. Given a data matrix $X$, PIClean first performs low-rank approximation to obtain a lower-ranked approximation $\hat{X}$. Both $X$ and $\hat{X}$ are fed into the error detection component, which generates probabilistic errors. Every cell $(i, j)$ is assigned a probability that indicates how likely $(i, j)$ is erroneous based on how much $X_{ij}$ is different from $\hat{X}_{ij}$. The probabilistic errors are then displayed to users. Users are able to sort each column based on those probabilities to view cells that are more likely to be erroneous. Users are given chances to confirm if a particular cell $X_{ij}$ is an error and determine if they would like to correct them or reject that cell to be an error. User feedback is collected and sent to low-rank approximation algorithm, which updates its approximation $\hat{X}$.

Users can directly manipulate the dataset through the GUI of PIClean, however, if they are not confident in their repair, they can trigger the error repair module of PIClean. In this case, PIClean presents users a ranked list of possible fixes for each cell $(i, j)$ upon request based on how far away each fix is from $\hat{X}_{ij}$. Users can still accept one of those fixes or reject them all and this decision is also propagated back to the low-rank approximation module. Once low-rank approximation is updated, a new result of error detection is presented to users again and users are able to repeat this interactive process until they are satisfied with the result.

3 Demonstration Scenarios

Users access PIClean through an interactive web interface. We include multiple datasets that are commonly used for evaluating data cleaning tools. Users have the option to select one of them or to upload their own datasets for cleaning. In this paper, we present snapshots using the commonly used hospital dataset [5, 6]. We give two demonstration scenarios as follows.

Scenario 1: Probabilistic Data Cleaning. In this scenario, users will use PIClean to generate probabilistic errors and
probalistic fixes. To compute probabilistic errors and probabilistic fixes, PIClean first needs to encode categorical columns into numeric format. This is because low-rank approximation takes numeric data while relational tables usually contain a mix of categorical and numeric columns. PIClean provides several encoding schemes for users to select so that categorical columns can be encoded into one or more numeric columns. In this demonstration, we assume users have the domain knowledge to select the best encoding strategy. For example, for a gender column, one-hot encoding might be the best strategy whereas an email column may require character-level encoding to capture the absence of critical characters such as @. We are currently working on automatic encoding selection and this functionality will be added into PIClean in near future. Users are able to visualize the data after encoding. Next, users can choose a proper rank for low-rank approximation or use the default rank provided by PIClean, determined by a common heuristic, namely, select a rank such that a predetermined percentage of variance explained, such as 90%\[11\].

After all parameters are selected, PIClean presents probabilistic errors and probabilistic fixes to users. Users can sort each column with respect to probabilities of error for each cell in descending order and manually verify if cells are indeed erroneous as shown in Figure 2. The probabilities of errors are shown right next to the raw value of cells in datasets. With this error detection results, users can either fix erroneous cells by themselves and leave or ask PIClean to give several suggestions of repairs by clicking a cell of interest as shown in Figure 3.

**Scenario 2: Interactive Data Cleaning.** In this scenario, users will be able to give feedback on probabilistic errors and probabilistic fixes given by PIClean. We will show how users feedbacks are taken by PIClean to generate more accurate errors and repairs.

Any user behavior such as confirming errors, rejecting errors, and fixing errors are collected and propagated to the backend. PIClean then updates low-rank approximation with these external signals and provides new probabilistic errors and probabilistic fixes. We will show that PIClean provides better results in our application by taking users feedback into account.

### 4 RELATED WORK

**Data Cleaning.** Data cleaning, being an important and practical problem, has seen many research over the years[8, 12]. There is a lot of prior work on data cleaning that first performs pattern discovery in datasets, and then use those patterns for detecting and fixing errors. For example, rule-based data cleaning techniques use integrity constraints to specify those patterns[5]; outlier detection techniques use probability density functions to capture those patterns[2]; and data transformation techniques usually discover a regular expression that capture the common formats in a column[16]. PIClean introduces a new pattern useful for cleaning, i.e., the relationships between columns embedded in the low-rank approximation.
HoloClean[17], represents the state-of-the-art in probabilistic data cleaning. As its core, HoloClean uses probabilistic graph models[14] to encode various signals (e.g., violations of rules and distributions of values) that are useful for generating a list of probabilistic fixes for an erroneous cell. However, HoloClean only supports data repair since it assumes input as a set of deterministic erroneous cells and only does one-shot cleaning. In other words, HoloClean does not allow users to interactively clean their data. Moreover, HoloClean requires users to hand-encode various signals as factors in the graphical model including data quality rules which are usually very expensive to design.

**Low-Rank Approximation.** In math, low-rank matrix approximation is a minimization problem, where a cost function measures the fit between a given input matrix $X$ (the data) and an approximating matrix $\hat{X}$ (the optimization variable), subject to the constraint that the approximating matrix has a rank that is smaller than the input matrix. The basic low-rank approximation problem takes the following form:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad ||X - \hat{X}||_F \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \mathrm{rank}(\hat{X}) \leq r
\end{align*}$$

, where $||X - \hat{X}||_F$ is the Frobenius norm of a matrix, and $\mathrm{rank}(X)$ denotes the rank of a matrix. The problem is non-convex due to the reduced rank constraint. However, this basic formulation permits an analytical optimal solution given by the Eckart-Yong-Mirsky theorem [7]. There are many variants of the basic formulation. They are usually different in two aspects: (1) whether there exist additional constraints besides the reduced rank constraint; and (2) a different objective function that caters to different applications. Most variants of the basic formulation do not have analytical solutions, and it is computationally hard to find the global optimum solution. We refer readers to recent books on the topic for different variants and their solutions [15].

Low-rank approximation has seen many important use cases, including data compressing, image denoising, and recommendation systems [15]. We leverage low-rank approximation ideas for cleaning relational data, an important topic for different variants and their solutions [15].

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our demonstration focuses on the illustration of what users can expect from PIClean for data cleaning. We showcase the novelty of PIClean in terms of both probabilistic and interactive process. As mentioned before, we are actively working on additional features that make PIClean more usable and robust. For example, currently, we rely on users to select appropriate encoding schemes for columns and this process will be automated in the future. Also, PIClean relies on finding a good low-rank approximation $\hat{X}$ of $X$. We are using off-the-shelf low-rank approximation techniques, in the future, we will explore robust approximation techniques that can give accurate results even when $X$ contains a large amount of error.
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